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OUR STORY.

Adapt. Respond. Deliver.

It’s the Company Behind the
Machine that Makes a Difference.
Recognized as the leader in fluid truck loading and unloading material handling
solutions, FMH Conveyors manufactures, installs and services a complete range
of custom engineered and designed conveyors for applications in distribution,
manufacturing, assembly, and packaging operations.
Our NestaFlex, MaxxReach, BestFlex, BestReach and BestConnect brands are known
throughout the industry for their superior design and functionality. Our products are built
to deliver lasting conveyor performance in punishing conditions often associated with
shipping and receiving.
We take pride in providing our customers the right product for their application. We go
beyond the details of the initial specifications to correctly identify the equipment solution
for their application. Through our years of expertise and leadership in the material
handling industry, we have developed a knowledgeable and highly-skilled team.
FMH Conveyors delivers exemplary customer service by providing 24/7 technical
support. Whether you need a part shipped or a technician to arrive on-site, we promise
to take care of you right away. FMH Conveyors is a Duravant Company.

FLEXIBLE GRAVITY CONVEYORS

Durable, Reliable and Easy to
Maintain Products

NestaFlex is a well-known brand throughout the material handling industry.
It stands for superior design and functionality allowing complete portability,
expansion, contraction, and flexibility. These gravity conveyors are designed
to improve shipping, transportation, and packaging efficiency in retail store
receiving, distribution center shipping and packaging applications.

NestaFlex Heavy Duty 376AL/FL
Skate Wheel Conveyors

DEVELOPERS
OF INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS

A light-medium duty, flexible gravity
conveyor specifically designed to

A general purpose light-medium duty,

handle odd shaped boxes, bags,

gravity conveyor designed to handle

drums, and pails in low to medium

multi-sized packages in low to medium

volume applications.

volume applications.

high volume shipping needs equipped with
several engineered options including guide track,

large packages in high volume applications. The

herringbone transition, and power assist to

adjustable leg (AL) conveyor requires hand knobs to

enhance ergonomics and productivity.

by set screws based on application.

NestaFlex Light-Medium
Duty 226 Skate Wheel
Conveyors

The leading expandable gravity conveyor for

A heavy duty gravity conveyor sturdy enough to handle

set the desired height, while the fixed leg (FL) is preset

NestaFlex 200 Roller
Conveyors

NestaFlex Heavy Duty 376PL
Skate Wheel Conveyors

FLEXIBLE POWER CONVEYORS

Solutions for Maximizing
Productivity

BestFlex is recognized throughout the world as the brand that saves

BestFlex 1.9 Flexible Power Conveyors

time, reduces labor costs, and increases overall efficiencies in a wide range

Similar in functionality to the BestFlex 1.5 power series, these conveyors are designed with stronger

of shipping, receiving and manual sortation applications. BestFlex power

components. Upgrades include 1.9” diameter steel rollers, 8” x 2” casters, and 2” aluminum side plates. They

conveyors provide the same function and versatility as gravity systems, but

are engineered to withstand heavy duty applications in distribution centers and warehouses.

with the benefit of powered rollers. Flexible powered conveyors move various
package sizes any distance at variable rates of speed. They provide maximum
productivity in shipping, receiving and packaging applications where usability
and adaptability are needed.

BestFlex 1.5 Flexible Power Conveyors
The BestFlex 1.5 power conveyors offer consistency and quality in shipping
or receiving hundreds to thousands of packages a day. Manufactured
with 16-guage precision bearing 1.5” diameter steel rollers, 6” x 2”
heavy duty casters with brakes, and 1.59” aluminum extruded side
plates, these conveyors are high performers in distribution
centers and warehouses.

DELIVERERS
OF UNRIVALED
PRODUCT
PERFORMANCE

TELESCOPIC CONVEYORS

Unparalleled Quality.
Maximum Performance.

MaxxReach has a long history of supplying the material handling industry
with high volume loading and unloading solutions. With multiple options and
diverse capabilities, operators can customize this conveyor to meet specific
application needs. Our state-of-the-art engineered design incorporates quality,
ergonomics and safety into each order. The MaxxReach telescopic conveyor
provides the highest level of productivity for large volume shipping and
receiving applications in distribution centers.

MaxxReach Telescopic Conveyors
MaxxReach telescopic conveyors are uniquely designed for each customer. We spend
the time needed to fully understand the application, so our design is the perfect solution
for your needs.

DESIGNERS,
MAKERS, AND
MAINTAINERS
OF HIGHLY
ENGINEERED
MATERIAL
HANDLING
EQUIPMENT

RIGID DRIVE-OUT CONVEYORS

BestReach is an established brand with a long-standing reputation for

BestReach Rigid Roller Conveyors

quality and reliability. These rigid conveyor systems offer the highest level of

Similar to the belt conveyor, this rigid roller is specifically designed with accumulation

ergonomic benefits and safety controls available in the industry. They are built

options for a single operator to float across multiple dock doors to maintain efficiencies.

tough to handle heavy volume and high impact shipping applications that
run multiple shifts throughout the day. The belt drive-out conveyors provide
complete product control with the reliability of a continuous belt surface
while the roller drive-out conveyors include accumulation options to maintain
throughput with zone controlled package spacing to prevent product damage.

PROVIDERS
OF THE BEST
QUALITY IN
EVERY MARKET
WE SERVE

Premium Quality Products that
Offer More Value

BestReach Rigid Belt Conveyors
Designed to service 53’ and pup trailers, this conveyor easily
powers in and out with no operator effort.

RIGID RECONFIGURABLE CONVEYOR

More than Equipment.
A Complete Solution.

BestConnect is the newest brand in the FMH Conveyors portfolio. Initially

The BestConnect System

designed for e-commerce applications, it is easily reconfigurable to meet

Each section of the BestConnect system is designed on casters for easy portability. Depending

current or future needs. By connecting flexible and rigid products together,

on the application, sections can be used independently or as a complete system by easily

shipping, receiving and manual sortation becomes faster and more efficient.

attaching multiple units together. The BestConnect system can also be added to existing conveyor

The BestConnect system is ideal for startup operations or facilities needing

configurations with a standard 120VAC power connection.

increased capacity during seasonal peaks.

90 Degree Curve

Ball Transfer

5 ft. Straight Section

MOST
INNOVATIVE
AND RELIABLE
ENGINEERED
EQUIPMENT

30 Degree Merge

FMHCARE

QUALITY PRODUCTS. QUALITY SERVICE.

Our FMH Care program protects the life of your equipment as it experiences normal wear
and tear. With FMH Care, you will experience improved system reliability, long-term use and
peace of mind. It is more than an investment in your equipment purchase; it is a partnership.
Our commitment is to provide quality products and superior service. It is our goal to exceed
customers’ expectations and build trusting relationships because we CARE about you.
24/7/365 Technical Support
Day or night, our technical support staff is available to arrange for a technician to be on-site
quickly in the unlikely event a conveyor goes down.

Field Service
Our technicians are strategically located throughout the US to assist with service calls that
support your maintenance objectives — increase productivity, reduce running costs, and
maximize equipment availability.
Replacement parts
It is critical to the success of your business to stock conveyor replacement parts. We
recommend using genuine FMH Conveyors parts to protect your equipment and warranty.

PRODUCTS THAT
WORK HARD.
PEOPLE THAT
WORK HARDER.

Preventive Maintenance
FMH Conveyors manufactures durable and reliable products able to withstand the punishing
conditions often associated with shipping and receiving. Our preventive maintenance
program provides support throughout the entire life cycle of all your FMH Conveyors’
products. Scheduled service calls by knowledgeable technicians, detailed system reports
and equipment audits all prevent costly downtime.

Adapt. Respond. Deliver.

